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General
Rod electrodes are used in dosing systems to
monitor and control filling levels.

2-rod electrode
2-rod electrodes are used to monitor a single filling
level. Typical applications include minimum-level
shut-off for centrifugal pumps (MinMin alarm) and
overflow protection for tanks (MaxMax alarm).

3-rod electrode
The filing height can be adjusted between two
levels with the aid of 3-rod electrodes. Typical
applications include control of the level in a receiving
tank using a solenoid valve or transfer pump.

Service conditions
Rod electrodes are dependent on the conductivity
of the liquid. They cannot be used in non-conductive
liquids (<10 µS/cm).
Rod electrodes similarly cannot be used if the
gaseous phase above the liquid has the same
electrical conductivity as the liquid itself.
When used in moving liquids, e.g. liquids with
agitator, the metal rods must be secured to the tank
wall in order to prevent being entrained by the flow
of liquid.

Level relays
Rod electrodes must be operated with AC power in
order to prevent electrolytic processes at the ends
of the rods. The voltage must not exceed 24 V AC.
A level relay meeting the specifications in data
sheet MB 44300 is normally used. It provides a
switching output for electrical devices (pumps,
solenoid valves, alarm generators).
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Part numbers
In making the selection it must be remembered that
the lowest level switching point lies approx. 20 mm
above the inlet opening of the suction connection in
order to ensure protection of the pump against dry
running. In the case of agitators, the level must not
drop below the agitating mechanism (propeller).

If necessary, the electrodes can be shortened, in
which case the electrode ends must be insulated up
to approx. 15 mm.

htgneL edortceledor-2 edortceledor-3
L 1L yolletsaH 1754.1 yolletsaH 1754.1

531 - 50100014 90100014 - -
051 051 60100014 40100014 41100014 81100014
392 - - 01100014 - -
003 - - 32100014 - -
523 003 - - - 52100014
053 - - 42100014 - -
538 051 58073014 11100014 30100014 48073014
009 051 - - 51100014 91100014
0001 051 - - - 02100014
5811 051 70100014 21100014 61100014 12100014
0531 051 80100014 31100014 71100014 22100014
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